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John Derbyshire September 8, 2023

"Město, které jsme znali, brzy ztratíme." Proč se
starosta NYC Adams tak mýlil ohledně dopadu
přistěhovalectví, John Derbyshire

unz.com/jderbyshire/the-city-we-knew-were-about-to-lose-why-nyc-mayor-adams-was-so-wrong-about-
immigrations-impact

← „Toto není normální situace“ – Fero...  
Sdílejte s Gabem

[ Upraveno z nejnovějšího Radio Derb, nyní k dispozici
exkluzivně na VDARE.com ]
Viz také Bidenův režim nahrazuje Remain-In-Mexico Remain-In-
Texas

https://www.unz.com/jderbyshire/the-city-we-knew-were-about-to-lose-why-nyc-mayor-adams-was-so-wrong-about-immigrations-impact/
https://www.unz.com/jderbyshire/this-is-not-a-normal-situation-ferocious-proud-boy-sentences-show-u-s-moving-beyond-electoral-solutions/
https://gab.com/compose?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unz.com%2Fjderbyshire%2Fthe-city-we-knew-were-about-to-lose-why-nyc-mayor-adams-was-so-wrong-about-immigrations-impact%2F&text=%22The%20City%20We%20Knew%2C%20We%E2%80%99re%20About%20To%20Lose.%22%20Why%20NYC%20Mayor%20Adams%20Was%20So%20Wrong%20About%20Immigration%E2%80%99s%20Impact%2C%20by%20John%20Derbyshire%20-%20The%20Unz%20Review%0A
https://www.unz.com/jderbyshire/the-city-we-knew-were-about-to-lose-why-nyc-mayor-adams-was-so-wrong-about-immigrations-impact/
https://vdare.com/radio_derb
https://vdare.com/posts/biden-regime-replaces-remain-in-mexico-with-remain-in-texas
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Starosta New Yorku Eric Adams pociťuje teplo generované
desítkami tisíc ilegálních mimozemšťanů proudících do jeho města,
což městské vládě způsobuje mučivá administrativní a rozpočtová
dilemata. Je těžké cítit s Newyorčany velké sympatie. Ve skutečnosti
je těžké se bláznům nesmát.
Toto neštěstí si přivodili sami tím, že hlasovali pro stranu otevřených
hranic, která by řídila federální vládu, a pro místní politiky, kteří si
váží New Yorku jako Sanctuary City s místní vyhláškou zaručující
chráněné ubytování každému, kdo o to požádá.

"But what happens when a city that is obligated to provide shelter for everyone runs
out of shelter?"https://t.co/NkGxwtvq5j

— David Cruz (@CWEBCRUZER) August 3, 2023

Je však zajímavé spekulovat, jak se město s vysokým podílem velmi
vzdělaných voličů – akademiků, intelektuálů, profesionálů a
úspěšných podnikatelů – jak takové město dostane do takové
šlamastiky. Nemám odpověď, ale myslím, že jsem identifikoval
některé přispívající faktory.
Zde je Eric Adams, starosta města New York, který tento týden ve
středu večer hovoří o tom, co New York Times popsaly jako
„shromáždění ve stylu radnice na Manhattanu“ [ V eskalaci Adams
říká, že krize migrantů „zničí New York City“ od Emma G.
Fitzsimmons, 7. září 2023]. Tématem byla mohutná záplava
nelegálních mimozemšťanů do jeho města.

https://vdare.com/articles/john-derbyshire-guess-what-nyc-mayor-adams-calls-tx-gov-abbott-for-sending-illegals-to-his-sanctuary-city
https://vdare.com/letters/a-reader-points-out-that-the-last-immigration-pause-didn-t-come-until-elites-felt-the-heat-themselves
https://vdare.com/posts/nyc-mayor-adams-has-migrant-crisis-solution-attack-living-standards-of-n-y-working-class
https://vdare.com/posts/biden-s-nyc-migrant-crime-wave-swamps-police-blotter
https://vdare.com/articles/the-illegal-alien-chickens-come-home-to-roost-for-sanctuary-cities-with-shelters-packed-to-the-rafters-will-they-learn-their-lesson
https://www.thecity.nyc/2023/5/30/23743154/robert-hayes-right-shelter-adams-asylum
https://t.co/NkGxwtvq5j
https://twitter.com/CWEBCRUZER/status/1687093201239187456?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://vdare.com/posts/too-much-personality-nyc-mayor-eric-adams-is-like-trump-if-trump-were-also-black-vegan-and-maybe-gay
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/07/nyregion/adams-migrants-destroy-nyc.html
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[ Klip : A něco vám povím, Newyorčané. Nikdy v životě jsem neměl problém, u
kterého bych neviděl konec. Nevidím v tom konec. Nevidím v tom konec.
Tato záležitost zničí New York City, zničí New York City. Dostáváme deset tisíc
migrantů [ aka ilegálních infiltrátorů ] měsíčně. Jednou jsme právě dostávali
Venezuelu; nyní dostáváme Ekvádor, dostáváme rusky mluvící území přes Mexiko,
nyní dostáváme západní Afriku. Nyní se dostáváme k tomu, že lidé z celého světa
se rozhodli, že projdou jižní částí hranice a přijdou do New Yorku. A všichni říkají,
že je to problém New Yorku.
Každá komunita v tomto městě bude ovlivněna. Nyní dvanáctimiliardový deficit,
který budeme muset snížit... bude ovlivněna každá služba ve městě. Všichní z nás.
Takže vám říkám, když vám to předávám: Toto jsou někteří, někteří z
nejvzdělanějších, někteří z nejzkušenějších, pravděpodobně více mých komisařů a
zástupců komisařů a náčelníků žije v této komunitě. Takže když jste mi položil
otázku ohledně migrantů, řekněte mi, jakou roli hrajete. Kolik z vás se
zorganizovalo, abyste zastavili to, co nám dělají? Kolik z vás bylo součástí hnutí,
abyste řekli: "Vidíme, o co se tento starosta snaží, a ničí New York City."
Přijde do vašich čtvrtí. Všichni tím budeme ovlivněni. Řekl jsem to loni, když jsme
měli patnáct tisíc; Říkám vám teď se sto deseti tisíci: Město, které jsme znali, brzy
ztratíme.
A jsme v tom všichni společně, všichni. Staten Island řekl: "Pošlete je na
Manhattan." Manhattan říká: "Pošlete je do Queensu." Queens říká: "Pošlete je do
Brooklynu." Ne! Není to hra, kterou můžeme hrát. [ Celé video, hostováno na
Twitteru ]

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/gTUhMDoMTpA

https://vdare.com/posts/undocumented-workers-in-u-s-illegal-infiltrators-in-israel
https://twitter.com/i/broadcasts/1BdGYyZNvgzGX
https://youtu.be/gTUhMDoMTpA
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Nemohu odolat, abych vám znovu připomněl, jako jsem to udělal 18.
srpna , že toto je starosta, který před více než rokem – 19. srpna
2022 – oznámil projekt Otevřená náruč . Cituji od něj tehdy: „Naše
město bylo a vždy bude městem přistěhovalců, které vítá nově
příchozí s otevřenou náručí“ [ Administrativa Adamse oznamuje
‚Projekt Otevřená náruč,‘ Komplexní plán podpory pro splnění
vzdělávacích potřeb rodin hledajících azyl, NYC.gov, 19. srpna
2022].
Minulý týden jsem nadával starostovi Adamsovi na hloupost a
bezpočetnost. Takže… dá se říct něco nového?
Možná. Minulý týden jsem v tomto segmentu poznamenal, že
hloupost a nepočetnost je mezinárodní, nebo v každém případě
transatlantická. Spojené království je dobře zásobené klony starosty
Adamse.
To přineslo v únoru článek v online magazínu Aporia , který zveřejnil
Andrew Collingwood, britský spisovatel.
Collingwood nás provede velmi zajímavou historií: historií
dramatického podceňování výsledků ze strany vládních úřadů – tedy
počtu lidí, kteří přicházejí – výsledků otevírání imigračních dveří:

Za poslední tři čtvrtě století britské vlády soustavně podceňovaly pravděpodobný
rozsah budoucí imigrace – a to do značné míry. V roce 1948, uprostřed
zrychlujících se změn ve vztahu Británie k jejímu impériu, parlament schválil zákon
o britské národnosti , který postavil britské subjekty v rámci britských nadvlád a
Commonwealthu na stejnou úroveň jako subjekty na Britských ostrovech. Jinými
slovy, někdo narozený v Kingstonu na Jamajce měl ze zákona stejné právo žít a
pracovat v Británii jako někdo narozený v Kingston-upon-Thames.
Zdá se, že pro poslance bylo šokující, že člověk žijící v drtivé chudobě třetího světa
by mohl vidět hodnotu v přestěhování do jedné z nejbohatších a nejbezpečnějších
zemí na světě. Cabinet Papers, sbírka přehledů vládních dokumentů z Národního
archivu, ukazuje , že stejně jako u malých plaveb přes kanál La Manche se to, co
začalo jako pramínek, brzy vyvinulo v záplavu. Po dobu pěti let po schválení
zákona „přistěhovalectví z kolonií nepřesáhlo 2 000 ročně. To se v roce 1954
zvýšilo a do roku 1961 dosáhlo více než 135 000. [Odkazy v originále.]
Proč Spojené království nemůže zastavit migraci? od Andrew Collingwood, Aporia
Magazine, 16. února 2023

Jak uvidíme, „slovo jde kolem“ je jednou z nejmocnějších hnacích sil
migrace.

https://vdare.com/radio-derb/open-borders-diction-rich-men-north-of-richmond-and-target-goes-woke-and-broke-etc#04
https://twitter.com/Lukathor/status/1699977666386948388?s=20
https://www.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/607-22/adams-administration-project-open-arms-comprehensive-support-plan-meet-educational
https://vdare.com/radio-derb/january-6th-sentencings-housing-illegals-worldwide-and-london-s-vibrant-caribbean-festival-etc#03
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Nationality_Act_1948
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/cabinetpapers/themes/origins-commonwealth-immigration.htm
https://www.aporiamagazine.com/p/why-cant-the-uk-stop-migration
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Collingwood poté komentuje některé milníky v britské imigrační
politice.
Nejprve se pozastavuje u roku 2004, kdy byla
do Evropské unie přijata parta chudých,
většinou bývalých sovětských zemí. Britská
vláda odhadovala, že se do Spojeného
království ročně stěhuje pět až třináct tisíc lidí
z těchto zemí. Skutečný počet byl sedmdesát
dva tisíc ročně.
O deset let dopředu do roku 2014, kdy
Rumuni a Bulhaři získali migrační práva .
Počty z těchto zemí, jak předpověděl
příslušný britský vládní výbor, budou
maximálně dvacet tisíc ročně. V roce 2017 se
skutečný počet pohyboval na devadesáti
tisících ročně.
A tak dále. Ano, ta hloupost je transatlantická a sahá nejméně
sedmdesát pět let zpět.
Nyní mohu s jistotou prohlásit Derbyshireův zákon podhodnocení
.
Až bude v Americe nebo Británii navrženo určité zmírnění
imigračních pravidel, bude ex post nárůst počtu příchozích velký
násobek ex ante odhadů nabízených úřady.
Vzhledem k tomu, že lidská přirozenost bohužel je, tato opakovaná
podceňování jsou pozorovateli na patriotské straně problému běžně
připisována zlomyslnosti. Lidé říkají, že tyto absurdní podcenění byly
záměrné , měly nás zmást, aby mohla pokračovat demografická
revoluce, kterou si přál nepřítel.
Něco z toho určitě bylo. Velká záplava imigrantů do Spojeného
království během vlády Tonyho Blaira (1997–2007), z nichž
Collingwoodův příklad z roku 2004 byl jen jednou složkou, byla
skutečně částečně způsobena zlobou. Andrew Neather, bývalý
poradce a autor projevů v Blairově týmu, v říjnu 2009 rozsypal fazole
tím, že Britům řekl, že cílem Blairovy imigrační strategie, kterou

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1312762403/
https://vdare.com/posts/nyt-self-parody-watch-gypsies-tramps-and-thieves-version
https://vdare.com/articles/john-derbyshire-britain-s-latest-immigrant-invasion-is-white-bulgarian-perhaps-that-means-something-can-be-done-about-it
https://vdare.com/posts/how-immigration-transformed-london-into-an-unbritish-city
https://vdare.com/posts/andrew-neather-and-the-1965-immigration-act-i-get-it
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pomáhal vymýšlet, bylo „otřít nos pravice rozmanitostí a předložit její
argumenty. zastaralé [ Jak labouristé otevřeli dveře masové migraci
v tajném spiknutí s cílem vytvořit multikulturní Spojené království ,
James Slack, Daily Mail, 10. února 2010].

Tony Blair adviser Andrew Neather's October 2009 revelation that Blair's strategy of
massive non-white immigration was to "rub the Right's nose in diversity and render
their arguments out of date" is not a conspiracy THEORY, but an actual conspiracy.
https://t.co/SmLhKlwxKF pic.twitter.com/BjfKGuTkUD

— VDARE (@vdare) September 8, 2023

Podobné motivy jsou nepochybně ve hře i mezi našimi vlastními
podporovateli přistěhovalectví.
Pochybuji však, že plně vysvětlují Derbyshireův zákon
podhodnocení. Tyto příklady ze 40. a 50. let, které citoval Andrew
Collingwood, dlouho předcházely modernímu protibělošskému
progresivismu. Sentimentalita k Britskému impériu byla spíše
faktorem; a bylo to rozšířené, nejen provincie zlomyslné frakce.
Co tedy vysvětluje Derbyshireův zákon a nesnáze, ve které se
starosta Eric Adams nachází? Říkal jsem „hloupost“ a „nepočetnost“,
ale nemyslím si, že tato podstatná jména vystihují celý problém.
Znovu cituji od Andrewa Collingwooda:

Zdá se, že pro poslance bylo šokující, že člověk žijící v drtivé chudobě třetího světa
by mohl vidět hodnotu v přestěhování do jedné z nejbohatších a nejbezpečnějších
zemí na světě.

V britském parlamentu na počátku 50. let nebylo mnoho nositelů
Nobelovy ceny (myslím, že jen jeden v Dolní sněmovně). Ani
hlupáků však nebylo mnoho. Členové parlamentu byli obyčejní
občané s průměrným IQ – pravděpodobně trochu nadprůměrným.
Jak nám Collingwood říká, problémem nebyla inteligence, ale
představivost : představivost pochopit, co člověka vede k tomu, aby
opustil své známé rodné místo a usadil se v daleké zemi s odlišnými
způsoby a jazykem.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1249797/Labour-threw-open-doors-mass-migration-secret-plot-make-multicultural-UK.html
https://t.co/SmLhKlwxKF
https://t.co/BjfKGuTkUD
https://twitter.com/vdare/status/1700291571403350247?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://vdare.com/posts/nobel-prize-supremo-uses-the-q-word-we-will-not-have-quotas-for-gender-or-ethnicity
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/1953/summary/
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Jen se na chvíli zastavte a zamyslete se nad touto otázkou: Jak
pravděpodobné je, že starosta New Yorku Eric Adams je muž s
velkou fantazií?
Takže ne, není to běžná hloupost. Je to spíše částečná slepota k
věcem hodně mimo vlastní přímou zkušenost.
A co bezpočet? Ten, kterého se budu pevně držet. Říká se, že lovci-
sběrači v amazonském deštném pralese počítají takto: jeden, dva,
mnoho. Překvapivý počet občanů ve vyspělém světě nepokročil o
mnoho dále.
Takže i když odstraníte agenty záměrné zloby z řad našich tvůrců
imigrační politiky, stále vám zbydou legie typu Erica Adamse: lidé
průměrné inteligence, pro které se svět za našimi břehy až tak neliší
od světa uvnitř nich. a žije zde několik tisíc lidí, z nichž některé
stovky by sem mohly chtít žít.
Dobře: Jsem číselný geek; v každém případě početnější než průměr.
(Toto bylo napsáno 28 587. dne mého života . Příští úterý je
prvočíslo!)
A značně jsem proklepal svět a přečetl spoustu fantazijní beletrie .
Takže jsem snob; tak mě zažaluj.
Ale měl jsem pravdu o „umírněném“ starostovi Adamsovi ; a měl
jsem pravdu o tom, že zvolení představitelé státu New York hanebně
mlčeli o důsledcích Biden Rush:

Jak hloupost a nezákonnost narůstají, mlčení předních politiků státu New York se
stává stále ohlušujícím. Guvernér Hochul, senátoři Schumer a Gillibrand: Co k této
otázce řekli nebo navrhli? Nic, zip, zilch, rien , nichts , nada , ничево. Není slovo.
Skvělé vedení tam v Empire State. Proboha, kdo hlasuje pro tyto bezcenné
vyhřívače sedadel?

John Derbyshire [ pošle mu e-mail ] píše neuvěřitelné množství na
nejrůznější témata pro všechny druhy prodejen. (To již nezahrnuje
National Review, jehož redaktoři měli nějaký druh vzteku a vyhodili

https://www.johnderbyshire.com/Opinions/Diaries/2019-05.html#02
https://www.johnderbyshire.com/FamilyHistoryJD/Documents/Passports/page.html
https://vdare.com/radio-derb/only-a-trillion-joe-meets-boris-mountain-madness-and-modern-minstrelsy-etc#03
https://www.johnderbyshire.com/Opinions/Culture/authenticsf.html
https://vdare.com/posts/moderate-black-mayor-eric-adams-plays-the-race-card
https://vdare.com/posts/illegals-sleeping-in-the-streets-of-new-york-and-soon-in-central-park
https://vdare.com/articles/happy-labor-day-from-vdare-com-biden-rush-ends-democrat-alliance-with-working-class
https://www.johnderbyshire.com/Readings/regretterien.html
https://vdare.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/2010-12-24dl1-150x112.jpg
mailto:gxnmvw7e@gmail.com
https://www.johnderbyshire.com/Opinions/page.html
https://vdare.com/articles/algebra-and-american-civilization
https://vdare.com/articles/john-derbyshire-who-are-we-the-dissident-right
https://vdare.com/posts/rich-lowry-fires-john-derbyshire
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ho. ) Je autorem knihy We Are Doomed: Reclaiming Conservative
Pesimism a několika dalších knih . Na VDARE.com com vydal dvě
knihy: FROM THE DISSIDENT RIGHT ( k dispozici také v Kindle ) a
FROM THE DISSIDENT RIGHT II: ESAYS 2013 .
(Opětovně publikováno z VDare se svolením autora nebo zástupce)
← „Toto není normální situace“ – Fero...  
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
 
• Kategorie: Ideologie • Štítky: Imigrace , New
York City , Politická korektnost 
← „Toto není normální situace“ – Fero...  
Skrýt 92 komentářů Zanechat komentář
Commenters to Ignore...to FollowEndorsed Only
Trim Comments?

1. Richard B says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:21 am GMT • 14.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑

to ”rub the Right’s nose in diversity and render their arguments out of date

Now it’s about rubbing everyone’s nose in each other until all of
us become as obsolete as a giant pile of rotary phones.

From this perspective, mass immigration is simply a precurser to
mass population reduction.

2. Antediluvian Doomer says:
We’re up to our eyebrows in tar-babies. This is what happens
when you enfranchise women and cede the levers of power to
Jew usurers who want people of European heritage to stop
existing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/xfeed/rss/jderbyshire/
https://vdare.com/posts/rich-lowry-fires-john-derbyshire
https://vdare.com/articles/john-derbyshire-says-we-are-doomed-good-news-for-the-alternative-right
https://www.amazon.com/Are-Doomed-Reclaiming-Conservative-Pessimism/dp/0307409589/?_encoding=UTF8&tag=vd0b-20&linkCode=ur2&camp=1789&creative=9325
https://www.amazon.com/John-Derbyshire/e/B000AQ4V0O/?_encoding=UTF8&tag=vd0b-20&linkCode=ur2&camp=1789&creative=9325
https://www.lulu.com/shop/john-derbyshire/from-the-dissident-right/paperback/product-21002437.html
https://www.amazon.com/From-The-Dissident-Right-ebook/dp/B00CDSR7VC/?_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=ur2&tag=vd0b-20
https://vdare.com/books/new-john-derbyshire-anthology-from-the-dissident-right-ii
https://vdare.com/articles/john-derbyshire-the-city-we-knew-we-re-about-to-lose-why-nyc-mayor-adams-was-so-wrong-about-immigration-s-impact
https://www.unz.com/jderbyshire/this-is-not-a-normal-situation-ferocious-proud-boy-sentences-show-u-s-moving-beyond-electoral-solutions/
https://www.unz.com/subscribe/?domain=jderbyshire
https://www.unz.com/category/ideology/
https://www.unz.com/topic/immigration/
https://www.unz.com/topic/new-york-city/
https://www.unz.com/topic/political-correctness/
https://www.unz.com/jderbyshire/this-is-not-a-normal-situation-ferocious-proud-boy-sentences-show-u-s-moving-beyond-electoral-solutions/
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Richard+B
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3. SafeNow says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:37 am GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
A corollary to under-estimating a forthcoming influx: Under-
estimate the influx that has already arrived. Thus, when Los
Angeles decided to give drivers licenses to illegal aliens, twice
as many aliens showed-up compared to the number expected.

But I digress. The point I would like to make is that Adams and
The NY Post restrict their coverage to “The Crisis.” They decline
to look ahead to the consequences a generation or two down
the line. Well, to paraphrase Graham Greene, a door opens, and
the future walks in. As a long-time Southern Californian, I have
seen, right here, N.Y.’s future. It will be more brusque,
charmless, and incompetent. Borjas, the Harvard economist,
wrote: We wanted workers, but we got people. A recent ranking
of the 50 states for “politeness” had California dead last by a
wide margin.

All that said, I will add I have great praise for the vast majority of
our many immigrants here from Northeast Asia, and their
descendants. Hate me, troll me, but they remind me of the
America I grew up in years ago, in many ways.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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4. zard says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:45 am GMT • 13.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
(ape) Adams is playing his scripted role written by his rabbi
handlers, pretending to be outraged & opposed to the influx of
thousands/millions of scum into NY. He has to feign he’s irate
with Texas wheelchair man– Abbott.

But hey, welcome to your new ‘Cuba’ or ‘Dominican Republic’–
an overpopulated afro-latino third world pit plagued with crime,
gangs, graffiti, shootings, drugs, chaos & scum. There’s not
enough scum already in the US, millions more must be
transported in to consummate Whiteocide. The crippled
Christian-Catholic governor of Texas & the spaghetti bender
Catholic Governor of Florida convey the scum up to NY, IL etc,
who are then relocated across the rest of the USA–mainly to
white populated zones in WA,OR,ID,MT etc..

We are presently in the ‘Camp of the Saints’ phase of
Whiteocide. After that, the ‘Planet of the Apes’ comes…

• Replies: @S
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5. omegabooks says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:48 am GMT • 13.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
The only way illegals are going to “remain in Texas” is if Brandon
actually builds that “wall” of his and then the illegals can’t get
over that “wall” when they can get over any other “wall” and with
that wall, how will Brandon himself get over that “wall” when
(really, if) “Texit” actually happens…there’s “Texit” signs
everywhere around here roughly 100 miles from Mexico as the
crow flies… Or does Brandon want Texas to return to Mexico?
Maybe Brandon should (as I used to shout to my disobedient
students in a HS along the border) “Cayete!”

In other words, shut the hell up!

• Replies: @Guate
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6. Pablo says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:52 am GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I can tell you what motivates Eric Adams and his kind. HATRED.
A deep, bitter, venomous hatred towards White People. White
Western people. Adams is willing to turn New York City into a
sewer if it destroys the USA. Adams can not be unaware of the
damage Open Borders is doing to NYC and the Country for that
matter. It’s what Eric Adams wants no matter how many times
Adams lies about it. And Adams is just a tool, a puppet for the
Democrat elites. These elites will flush Adams down the toilet as
soon as he is no longer useful to them.

• Agree: Rich, El_Kabong
• Thanks: Realist
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7. Tiptoethrutulips says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:53 am GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
The numeration of 1, 2, many…is seen in the sub-Saharan
tribes, as reported by an educator working there years ago. He
also mentioned they had no word or concept of a “promise” or
“agreement.” – “We do what we do!”

Mayor Adams is stupid. He thought the city would run itself, and
everyone would kiss his ring, especially the white cops he hates.

People underestimate, or are unaware, if lucky, the extraordinary
expenses and problems of bringing large numbers of disparate
or foreign kids into a school district. In Texas, during the
“pandemic,” the school staff had to hand out lunches, in the
parking lot, to families who depend on the schools to provide
lunch for their kids. What do these kids eat in summer?

Schools become day care centers, with breakfast, lunch, after-
school snack at latch-key, all free for qualified students. Dual-
language teachers and remedial teachers with additional
teaching materials are necessary. Who do they think covers this
expense? “The Man. The Man pays.” This money could be used
for books, science labs, music education, but no – it doesn’t
really matter anyway, because these kids don’t read, they aren’t
interested in science, and violins are for nerds.

If they were capable of creating or maintaining advanced
societies, they would prosper whence they came. I don’t
understand why this is not apparent to most white Americans; I
understand why Mayor Frogface couldn’t figure out what would
happen come September.

• Agree: Rich
• Replies: @Achmed E. Newman
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8. New York died a long time ago.

Good riddance.

• Agree: Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

9. eah says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:14 am GMT • 12.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
>Immigration’s Impact

The problem in NYC today, also for other locales where migrants
have been and are being sent, as well as of course mainly at the
southern border, is one of asylum, not immigration — this is a
completely different area of law, and requires a completely
different solution — I covered this in some detail recently via a
number of comments in several threads, e.g. here, here, and
here.

I have no idea why Unz bothers re-publishing this kind of dumb
screeching from the conservatard Right.
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10. HammerJack says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:40 am GMT • 12.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑

“I don’t see an ending to this. I don’t see an ending to this.

“This issue will destroy New York City, destroy New York City.”

The same New York City which actually receives a small
minority of the deluge swamping the nation as a whole.

There’s this thing called extrapolation and it seems quite
inconceivable to our fearless leaders.

Sure, innumeracy is part of it. Four billion Africans, for example,
is also inconceivable. But they’re on their way before the century
is out and they’d very much rather be in the US and UK thank
you very much.

The future will be very different from the past.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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11. September 9, 2023 at 5:42 am GMT • 12.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Hahahahaaaaa….

Yes, it’s very difficult indeed.

Just today I ran into someone who’s indirectly involved in the
transportation of illegal aliens – usually out of the country. He
heard a story about some buses out of McAllen, Texas carrying
these people up north. The buses got stopped at some Texas
checkpoint, and the official there asked the operator what was
going on. “We’re sending them to Kamela’s house.”, he was told.
“Keep ’em rolling!”, he replied.

America to New York: Go Fuck Yourself!

• Replies: @Kolya Krassotkin
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12. Amalek says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:50 am GMT • 12.2 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
I never knew how retarded the token mayor of New York
sounded until I saw the clip of him replying to the angry Jewish
woman at a town hall style event. Of course he just assumed
that she was white and went on a diatribe about respect,
completely ignoring the question and then claiming he answered
it:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/-o9qQWIyjAY

The guy sounds like Mike Tyson with a slightly lower voice.

Mushmouth from Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids is now the
grown man mayor of New York:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Amalek
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/pMADJcimnds

All that aside, it’s brilliant political strategy- have one “side” let in
a bunch of violent, immoral and unskilled 3rd world people while
the other “side” buses them all around the country as some kind
of victory against the left.

Just booting out the illegal invaders is never an option in this
anti-white charade of managed choice.

https://youtu.be/pMADJcimnds
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13. eah says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:57 am GMT • 12.1 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@eah
US-Canadian border flooded with illegal crossers, more
caught in 2023 than 10 years combined

Yet you don’t hear about migrants from the northern border
being sent to US cities — there are two related reasons for this:
1) there are far fewer of them, and 2) third country migrants
entering from Canada cannot apply for asylum in the US due to
the existing ‘safe third country’ agreement between the US and
Canada:

Canada-US Safe Third Country Agreement

So any third country migrant caught entering the US from the
north can just be pushed back into Canada, or if they request
asylum told they have to apply in Canada, and then sent back to
Canada — either way, they become Canada’s problem (it’s
theoretically possible for a citizen of Canada to apply for asylum
in the US, but that is probably rare).

The topic of a ‘safe third country’ agreement between the US
and Mexico came up during the Trump administration (due to the
asylum ‘caravans’):

Mexico writes off “safe third country” deal with U.S., citing
drop in border crossings

Trump should have forced Mexico to sign such a treaty — the
US has plenty of leverage, but he failed to get that done — it
would be fun to see the arrogant Mexicans resist by saying, in
effect, ‘No no, we really are a shithole country, and cannot be
expected to host refugees’.

• Replies: @Thomasina
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14. Diversity Heretic says:
This was all predicted in Jean Raspail’s 1973 novel, The Camp
of the Saints. He supplied the imagination to anyone willing to
read the book.

• Replies: @Sophia
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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15. What a strange country the United States has turned into!! As a

matter of fact it is not a country anymore it is a madhouse!!

• Agree: El_Kabong
• Replies: @Reg Cæsar
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16. BronxPrimitive says:
September 9, 2023 at 6:27 am GMT • 11.6 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Year in and year out the New York City Department of Finance
issues it’s tax accounting at the closing of the fiscal year, end of
June.

Wall Street (I’m not sure if includes other than the Stock
Exchange – law firms, head hunters, etc…)

 and the 39,000 top earners pay 65% of the total costs to pay the
police department, the fire department, the subway system at
the sanitation department, the public school system, city
hospitals, road and bridge management, etc…

Make no mistake the spirits of the Bolshevik nihilists
 are tapping the tune for Mayor Adams and all the seriously low

IQ minstrels destroying America’s great cities.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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17. Dieter Kief says:
September 9, 2023 at 7:23 am GMT • 10.7 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑

Collingwood walks us through a very interesting history: the history of
dramatic under-estimation by government authorities of the results—that is,
the number of people coming in—the results of opening the immigration
doors:

That was also what Thilo Sarrazin did since 2010, when he
published Deutschland schafft sich ab – Germany Does Away
with Itself (not tranlated in English, unfortunately).****

Now: Explain to the German public that they get the numbers
wrong – not least when it comes to immigration.*** –

***the basic western dynamic is one of feels (=women’s basic
mindset) – over facts.

 As of now, the womenfolk-mindset on immigration holds the
upper hand in the West – with few exceptions – – some of them
made by – women-politicians like immigration-critical Prime
Minister Mette Frederiksen in Denmark: Another dynamic, that
Jordan B. Peterson called for time and time again: It’s the
women who have to arise and say that their basic mindset of
feelings dominating over facts ‘n’ principles is ill-equipped to
dominate societal discourse, to say the least.

**** Dr. Thilo Sarrazin has published ca. 300+ articles since then
and five more books – 2000+ pages the books alone – – with
great success – all of his books national bestsellers – the first an
unprecedented superseller. Sarrazin’s books/articles helped
create the AfD – even though he finds the right wing of this new
party too romantic/ disgustingly reactionary in a white nationalist
sense***.

*** here is is a bit too Preussian methinks – – – and definitely
purist.
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

18. Anonymous[258] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 7:48 am GMT • 10.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
It’s very very easy for a mayor of a big city – who in doubt is in
receipt of a big salary and associated bennies – to pompously
and self righteously declare that the city he rules over is a
‘sanctuary city’. Big kudos, from a certain type of lefty comes to
him at zero cost, he is a ‘good person’. That is, until the term
‘sanctuary city’ actually gets to mean something concrete
instead of being a pompous little self descriptor.

Similarly it is very easy for lefties to describe themselves as
being ‘good people’, in contradistinction, no doubt, to the ‘bad
people’ on the right, until, that is, their own pockets are picked to
actually *show* that they are ‘good’ rather than just being all
mouth.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. TG says:
September 9, 2023 at 8:25 am GMT • 9.7 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
They say that you should never assume malice when stupidity is
an explanation.

Except when the ‘stupidity’ is making the people involved a ton
of money. Then you would have to be stupid to not assume
deliberate malice.

Forcing the population up – regardless of whether through pro-
natalist policies or mass immigration – drives wages and living
standards for the many down, and rents and profits for the few
up.

This is on purpose. It’s not a mistake. The people in charge are
not idiots (although many of their proxies are). What is poverty
and misery for us, is ‘affordable labor costs’ and asset price
inflation and bulk economic growth for the many.

One notes that the last burst of abusive cheap-labor mass
immigration in the beginning of the 20th century drove the
working class into the dirt and left the country in ruins. We dug
out during the great immigration time out in the 1940’s, 1950’s,
and the first half of the 1960’s. But we had abundant resources
then, and a domestic industrial base, and our technology had
not hit the limits of diminishing returns. I don’t think that this time
we are going to get a do-over.

• Agree: Blissex
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20. Stewart says:
September 9, 2023 at 8:40 am GMT • 9.4 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Richard B

mass immigration is simply a precurser to mass population reduction

Here in Britain, anyone who bothered to look has known since
the 1982 publication of Duncan Campbell’s book “War Plan UK”
that, in the event of a nuclear conflict, all movement of people
will immediately cease and our cities will become giant prison
camps.

“Government”, both local and national, will quickly retire to their
network of nuclear bunkers and the police and army will
become, in effect, prison guards.

I have always thought that this “plan” was a gift to the enemy
(whoever that enemy might be) enabling them to rapidly dispose
of the vast majority of the UK population with minimum
expenditure of effort and materiel.

Fast forward 40 years and we have nearly 90% of the British
people living in an urban setting. London alone accounts for one
sixth of the population, while London and the South East of
England combined (a relatively tiny area of land ) accounts for
nearly one third of the entire population of the British Isles.

I don’t know what other European countries (or, indeed, the US
and Canada) intend to do in the event of a nuclear shooting war,
but I imagine it’s something similar to the UK war plan.

Is this the future that awaits us?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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21. DavidC says:
“For God’s sake, who votes for these worthless seat-warmers?”

Quite.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. Jjsiegal says:
@Richard B
How does mass immigration lead to population reduction… not
following this argument ?

• Agree: HammerJack
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23. michael888 says:
September 9, 2023 at 9:41 am GMT • 8.4 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
The big donors of ALL our politicians want to keep labor costs in
America at inflation-adjusted 1970s levels. They want
exploitable people who are grateful to escape the death squads
and narco states the US have set up. Often these people are the
losers in local drug wars, and many have nest eggs which will
get them into the US. And if they cannot compete here legally,
which most are willing to do– just wanting a new start for their
children’s lives– they can rely on the illegal skills they have
brought with them. Every immigrant bloc who enters the US has
their mafia criminal element. In the past they assimilated into the
American Dream; that no longer exists, and there need be no
more assimilation.

If you look at homicide rates in countries from where our
immigrants are pouring in, you will see the inevitable effect
coming on American society. For example there are ~50
countries in the Western Hemisphere. Their average murder rate
is 17.2 per 100,000 (2017 numbers). The US’s murder rate is
6.8 per 100,000 (the vast majority in big cities), in the bottom
20% of ‘the Americas’.

You have to salute all these Blue Democrat-controlled cities and
states. Now is their chance to put their money where their
mouths are and take the burden from border states that don’t
want any more of Biden’s “cheap labor” immigrants. They have
plenty already and can pass the new-comers on to the
Sanctuaries.

Wonder when Biden’s UkroNAZIs will arrive?

• Agree: Blissex
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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24. Speermann says:
There’s only one place more deserving of the migration weapon.
Israel.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

25. Tom Welsh says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:08 am GMT • 7.9 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
It took me about 50 years to realise and accept how much of the
world’s trouble is due to the simple fact that so many people are
just stupid. And how stupid they are.

I’ve been looking down the barrel of the Dunning-Kruger effect
from the other end.

An obvious example: I have never, since I learned about the
exponential function, understood how many people have no clue
about how it works and its implications. They say things like,
“Our income has grown exponentially”, or “The diversity of
London has grown exponentially”. Clearly, they think it means
“quite a lot”, but they have no grasp of the simple, beautiful basic
idea that the rate of change of the slope is proportional to the
slope.

That in turn helps to explain the number of people who
unthinkingly reject the Revd. Thomas Malthus’s work. It never
occurred to me that many of them never understood that an
exponential curve ALWAYS beats a linear one, regardless of
initial conditions and scale.
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26. john-hopelo says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:21 am GMT • 7.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
The unwillingness of Democrats to differentiate between legal
and illegal immigration is at the core of this problem, as is at the
core of most of the most important problems they have created.

The mayor might not be able to “see an ending to this” but he
will see the wall they are racing to quickly enough. It’s inevitable.
On this crisis and on every other crisis created by the
Democrats. They will eventually crash.

The only issue is how many innocent bystanders they are going
to drag into it.
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27. Blondie Callahan 1970 says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:35 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 700
Words   ↑
It’s probably a good thing the well educated mayor Eric Adams
isn’t white . I mean if a white man made these statements it
would surely be the largest public display of racism the world
has ever seen.

Not all but many good whites in NYC voted for this , so what’s
the problem? Is there not enough room in their high rise over
sized apartments to take in a couple of these well intentioned
“migrants” ?

Trump nor anyone else will stop this , ever . Trump was flapping
his gums with Carlson a few weeks ago and once again was
saying legal immigration . No Donald , zero immigration. He
either just doesn’t get it , he’s trying to play both sides or he
wants the cheap labor for his filthy rich criminal friends . No
matter the why , he’s wrong .

The argument I hear now from the good cucks is we can’t deport
them all . It’s impossible, there’s too many of them ! They just
want a better life ! Sure they do , they want a better life of free
shit just like the Leftist have been telling them for the last 50
years , more so in the last decade .

The numbers vary on Operation Wet Back in the 1950’s . Let’s
say it was one million . Ike deported this one million in a summer
. The claim we can’t deport them all is false . If someone in
charge started deporting them how many in turn would self
deport ? I don’t know but I bet plenty would . It’s only a problem
because our fine masters want them here , if they didn’t want
them here they wouldn’t be here .
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The thing I can’t understand is this , everyone sees the
destruction illegals do . For example I grew up in the Denver
metro . Over the years the area around Mile High Stadium
became more of a shit hole year after year . Think Federal and
Colfax area . I left in 2002 , I have no idea what that particular
area is like now. It was full of Mexicans , many of them illegals .
It was known they are hiding in plain site . We even had a
immigration raid on a job back in 1999, these guys were
scattering like roaches . Somehow these idiots keep voting for
leftist , the homo governor is getting votes based on the good
whites feeling good about themselves . See Karen , I’m no bigot
, I voted for the homosexual. (I guess he’s still the governor?)

I do know the entire Denver Metro has gone to shit , drugs and
bums have taken over the very places we used to play at when
we were kids . My friends that are still there can’t stand it
anymore . A very good friend of mine wants to cash out and sell
his house he bought in 96 for 150k and more than likely get a
million for it . Problem is the wife refuses to leave .

He came out here to fly over country a few years ago and loved
it. He was just amazed how clean and crime free our little all
white racist redneck town is . Even he being relatively “based “
thought there would be Confederate Flags everywhere , there’s
a few here and there , if you actually look for them .

It’s quite nice here , yes a lot of the homes are dumps as we
have no HOA’s anywhere , but I can deal with a few crappy
houses as I don’t have some leftist HOA clown telling me what
color to paint my house . The trade off is worth it . Income here
is not too high by any means , with that no one is going around
and murdering each other . Socioeconomic factors anyone ?
That argument does not work here .
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In closing , more and more of them need to come to the USA
and keep destroying large leftist run cities . Maybe eventually
these moronic anti-white demons will finally see the light , or
maybe they won’t . NYC needs every single institution to leave
along with everyone who pays taxes , maybe then it will wake
these people up . In other words it must become Thunder Dome
first . It’s getting close . Or am I being overly optimistic?

• Agree: Realist, Achmed E. Newman, follyofwar
• Thanks: El_Kabong
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28. dearieme says:
Western Civilisation is kaput, dying by suicide. Unless …
Uruguay?
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29. September 9, 2023 at 10:44 am GMT • 7.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑

And so on. Yes, the stupidity is transatlantic, and goes back at least seventy-
five years.

Sounds about right. We’ve had three generations of complete
((jew)) stooge jackasses running this country into the ground,
fighting wars for Israel, Wall Street and the Oligarchy, totally
undermining the U.S. Constitution and American sovereignty,
the whole time striking a grand pose as patriotic Americans, but
knowing deep down they’re worthless stooges for corrupt and
treasonous Marxist-Zionism.

This is the last gasp of Anglosphere Zoglodytism — the
worthless, mentally ill kike-suckers’ dying throws.

((jews)) are nation wreckers. And so are ((jew)) stooges.

But these Anglo-Zionists go back further than just three
generations. They go back to the Zionist transatlantic slave
trade, probably one of the early demonic examples of true face
of ((globalism)) and the international Zionist agenda running on
all cylinders.

• Thanks: Katrinka
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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30. Ivor Biggun says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:46 am GMT • 7.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I’ve said it elsewhere regarding the US/UK “Special
Relationship” Of Stupidity, but it bears repeating:

Yanks are just too DAMN DUMB… and BRITS just too F’KIN
THICK to have any hope of survival.

If they’re not obliterated by Russia first, they’ll be swamped by
the Turd Whirled

Either way, it’s “ADIOS!!!”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

31. Speermann says:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/ny6hwUOFvlw

Black. White. New York you make it happen.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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32. Corona Hotspott says: • Website
September 9, 2023 at 11:00 am GMT • 7.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
“NYC Mayor Warns Illegal Immigrants “Will Destroy New York
City”

That’s why God’s chosen psychos flood all western countries
with “specialists”. “Specialists” to do their job as Israhell’s iron
broom.

“What we in France and Europe have to endure, which is so
frightening, should become for us the most beautiful news of our
Jewish history. … You Europeans will pay a very high price. It’s
gonna be so high you can’t even imagine. There will be no
holocaust for you with trains taking you to the incinerators, your
necks will be cut on the spot…. Islam is the Iron Broom of Israel.
Instead of us doing the work, we send Islam to solve the
problem.”

(Rabbi David Touitou ab ca. 6:20:36 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=aDNhyrTjZ7M&t=22836s)

• Replies: @Chris Moore
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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33. Tom Welsh says:
September 9, 2023 at 11:18 am GMT • 6.8 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Tom Welsh
Further to my remarks about people’s abysmal failure to
understand the exponential function, I have just come across a
perfect example in an otherwise excellent article about the
“boiling frog” dangers of overpopulation.

“Sea level rise is also a slow process. Sea levels are rising
exponentially and will be rising for hundreds of years”.
https://medium.com/ending-overshoot/8-billion-our-greatest-
mistake-c1e891bb3eb7

As far as I can make out, Jon Austen – who wrote those words –
is a journalist and perhaps “activist” who understands the harms
of overpopulation. But he is sufficiently innumerate that he could
write the above two sentences.

If sea levels were rising “exponentially” and if that were to
continue for centuries, all the continents would soon be
inundated. Indeed, there is not enough water on the planet for
such a process even to begin to happen. (In fact, to the best of
my knowledge, sea levels globally have not been rising – and it’s
not clear what that would even mean).

Certainly sea levels have been rising since the time, over 10,000
years ago, when they fell far enough for people to walk from
Africa into Asia and from Siberia into Alaska. But we can’t be
entirely sure why or how, and we definitely can’t predict whether
sea levels will rise, fall, or remain roughly the same.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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34. Tom Welsh says:
@Jjsiegal
Very sensible question. How could anyone vote it “troll” unless
blind with prejudice?

• Replies: @Speermann
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
35. G. Poulin says:

It’s like the guy who shoots his parents and then whines about
being an orphan. Well, duh.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

36. oldguy says:
I think the mayor is so stupid he actually believed his own
election propaganda and was caught totally by surprise.

• Agree: Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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37. xyzxy says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:10 pm GMT • 5.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@john-hopelo

The unwillingness of Democrats to differentiate between legal and illegal
immigration is at the core of this problem, as is at the core of most of the most
important problems they have created.

This is not a Democrat v Republican issue. To think that way is
naive, and misses the root of the problem. You can say that the
Democrat Party pushes the agenda, but Republicans are
worthless as a counterpoint, and are really just along for the
ride. You’re not going to be able to vote yourself out of this one.

Also, it is not really a ‘legal’ issue, at its core. When the
government makes these ‘immigrants’ (actually, invaders)
citizens, or gives them green cards, does that mean the ‘illegal’
part has magically disappeared, and the problems they create
will vanish?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. Realist says:

Why NYC Mayor Adams Was So Wrong About Immigration’s Impact

Because he is stupid.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

39. schnelladine says:
You and your liberal ilk caused this, you stupid simian.

 Here’s hoping thousands more of these “dreamers” descend on
your benighted city and put the final nail in your coffin.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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40. Sophia says:
@Diversity Heretic
Great read. And would be a great movie but that will never
happen.

• Replies: @Reg Cæsar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
41. Macon boy says:

@john-hopelo
Democrats…. don’t distinguish because they don’t care. They
are nation saboteurs.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
42. Kolya Krassotkin says:

@Pablo
Everyone who voted for Biden was voting for the 3rd
worldization of the United States. The people who voted for Joey
weren’t just his supporters; they were his accomplices.

Your friends(former) and family who voted for Joey, never
forgive, never forget.

• Agree: AceDeuce
• Thanks: mark green
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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43. al gore rhythms says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:57 pm GMT • 5.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I think you are being very generous to see these lower estimates
as not being partly politically motivated.

Also, it’s worth mentioning that the immigration minister in 1997
was Barbara Roche, a Jewish woman, who specifically said at
the time that she was motivated to liberalise immigration as a
result of the immigration act which had been passed in the UK in
times gone by, to try and restrict Jewish immigration from Russia
100+ years ago.

But yes, I’m sure this honourable lady assumed that the
numbers coming would be a mere trickle.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

44. Rich says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:05 pm GMT • 5.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Pablo
I have been acquainted with people who knew Adams when he
was with the NYPD. They said he was a moron who learned to
speak the race-hustler lingo. Affirmative Action promoted
because his jibber-jabber excited the right people he was
considered controllable because he was so stupid. Kind of a
black Joe Biden, as he used to call himself. He actually made a
speech that was recorded and said he used to “kick the
crackers’ asses” when he was a “cop”. In another speech he
called for getting rid of people from the Midwest (Whites)
because they weren’t really from Brooklyn. His whole life is
based on hating Whitey, biting the hand that feeds him.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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45. Guate says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:06 pm GMT • 5.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@omegabooks
Texas was stolen from Mexico via a policy of legal immigration.
Maybe it’s time these new immigrants do the same and take
back that which was stolen.

 But unfortunately the overwhelming majority of them are so
brainwashed as to the “American dream” that they have no
concept of the irony in their current situation.

• Replies: @Anymike
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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46. September 9, 2023 at 1:11 pm GMT • 4.9 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Amalek
I didn’t even watch Adams talk (I hardly ever listen to these
people), but I appreciate your Fat Albert reference – never did
know the kid’s name until now, but he cracked me and my
brother up.

However, regarding this game of Illegal Alien Hot Potato, it’s like
this: The Texans have been working on protecting their country
at some of the crossing sites – razor wire, floating barriers in the
Rio Grant, etc, but the Feds have come down and cut the razor
wire, specifically at site where illegals are crossing. I refer to
information from VDare’s Federale in my post about it.

I read VDare religiously. The Feds are letting hundreds of
thousand of illegals in in a month now (and yes, including more
from the north, as EAH above noted). If at this point, Texas can’t
ship them back, they should continue shipping them out of
Texas, WAY out of Texas.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
47. AceDeuce says:

NYC was “lost” once Adams and his dusky brethren set foot in it.
These parasites are just icing on the cake.

BTW: Never vote for a nigro. For anything. This uppity trout-
mouthed retard is Exhibit A.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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48. Rich says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:13 pm GMT • 4.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@eah
You don’t understand that illegal aliens, coached to cry “asylum”
are not covered by international agreements. The US is under
no obligation to open its borders. If your logic was correct, the
Chinese could ship 300 million of their people to the West Coast,
have them all walk to beach, say “asylum” and we’d have to find
accommodations for them. The Saudis have shown everyone
how to deal with economic migrants trying to fake “asylum”.
Nations aren’t required to commit suicide by treaty.

49. Marcus Chapman says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:17 pm GMT • 4.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
How exactly do they plan to force people to stay in Texas?
Maybe they will build a wall on the border of Texas. This would
be fine as long as we can use it to keep all the shit eating New
York trash from moving to Texas. I am a fan of Texas becoming
an independent country. Texas does not need America. America
needs Texas.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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50. IronForge says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:18 pm GMT • 4.8 hours ago • 600
Words   ↑
Yet another ClusterFrack of Epic Fails, which will unfortunately
spill over onto other Cities and their Commuter Communities.

This is a Scheme made amongst the Masonic-Zionists’
OpenBorders Factions.

From what I’m observing:

*One goal was to ensure that Masons, Jewish-Diaspora, Zionist
Cults, Friendlies, and Subject Colonies have Open Access –
ensuring that Masonic-Zionists remain in Control.

*Another was to ensure that Non-Masonic WASPs would not
outgrow to dominate the Population Demographics and take
over Murica to subjugate/drive_out Masonic-Zionist Cults and
Jewish-Diaspora;

Since WW2, the Technology, Financial Abundance and
Economic/Military Influence held by Murica and Vassal-States
prompted the newly formed Trans-Atlantic Hegemony from
Colonial Powers – into forming Schemes that would propel the
Hegemony to become the Dominant Global Power Block. Which,
after the collapse of the Soviet Union – attempted to become the
Global Ruling Authorities…

…through the “Rules Based International Order”…

Hence the plans to make the Trans-Atlantic Hegemon-
Plutarchy’s Lead_Bull / Head Vassal-State Murica resemble a
“Global Govt Capital State” – an actual Global Bazaar of
Migrants administered by WashingtonDC and the United Nations
– as WashingtonDC pull the influential strings within the UN and
their Member Nation-States.

Can’t do that with Non-Masonic WASPs in charge.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=IronForge
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Murica’s rapidly changing Demographics (No, the General
Public haven’t been told about this for a few decades – now it’s
too late to change the course) favor the Migrants from Mexico,
Central/South American Peoples, which will make Murica into a
predominantly Hispanic, Spanish-English Bilingual Nation – with
Multilingual Services available to accommodate the Global
Bazaar. OpenBorder Advocates in the Americas (like MEX
President Obrador) call for an €URoGarden-like “Americas
Union Zone”.

The Hegemon-Plutarchy don’t mind, as that blur the Self-
determining Ethno-States while leaving their
WashingtonDC/WallSt Vassals running the Show…

These Schemes also involve getting the Hegemon-Plutarchy’s
(Murican+WEF_Davos) Govt/Corporate/Banking/MIC Vassal-
Oligarchs to spread their influences amongst the Nations.

The Resistant Entities include CHN, RUS, and their
BRICS+6/SCO+SilkRoad/RCEP_Asia Affiliate Nation-States
who prefer to exist with their National Sovereignty intact.

One Blowback happens to be the “Migranvasions” of the
€URoGarden Theme Park from former MENA Colonies. Again,
the Hegemon-Plutarchy don’t mind the Demographic Changes
that muddle Ethno-States.

*****

One pending “Growing Pains” Scenario may occur with ISRael
as their Population Growth (on track to double several times
over every 25~30 years) may prompt their Leadership to engage
in Wars of Territorial Expansion. I’ve repeatedly recommended
that the Knesset Buy Out the Sinai for themselves and set up a
small State facing the (Red or Mediterranean)Sea+EGY to
relocate the Gaza/WestBank Residents to.
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Not my Problem, not my Fight. Of course, if I remained a
Murican Resident with Children born+raised in Murica, I wouldn’t
want them Drafted to be sent into those Greater Israel
Expansion Wars. I’ve made Peaceful and Humane
Recommendations (Relocations, because Protesting doesn’t
work and will Fail+Collapse in the favor of Settlers over time)
that may avoid Armed Settler Conflicts and Wars amongst
Regional States.

*****

It’s been a Massive ClusterFrack Merger of Kornbluth’s
“Marching Morons” and Raspail’s “Camp of the Saints” with the
Hegemony(NATO+Americas+€URoGarden+AUKUS) and to a
lesser extent in other Nation-States. IMHO, the capable and
determined Nation-States may live through this
Demographics/Geopolitical/Economic Shifts intact, with
CHN+RUS leading those which managed.

Take care through these tumultuous times…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

51. Carroll Price says:
Another leftist miscalculation. An open southern border was not
supposed to affect far-away New York City, except it did.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

52. François says:
Let us not forget…

 
 
Video Link

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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53. September 9, 2023 at 1:26 pm GMT • 4.6 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Tiptoethrutulips
The cost of illegal aliens and legal (very)foreigners living in the
US is huge, TTTT. The idea is to privatize the profits – obtained
through cheap labor (thank you, TG) and socialize the losses.
The latter would be via the use of taxpayers’ money of all kinds
but also of health insurance money and services that medical
facilities are forced to provide – yes, by the Feds.

However, regarding the school lunches and breakfasts that’s a
more general black and Socialism thing at this point. There
aren’t so many illegals in the school district I’m familiar with but
lots of black kids. From the time they got their s__t together by
late March of ’20, the most intense part of Kung Flu PanicFest,
the schools started giving out 10 meals per week on Mondays
per kid. I saw the parking lot of one school. Cars were lined up.

The freebies stop for neither man nor Black Death 2.0! Oh, but
the parents were not going to work either. I suppose making
meals for their kids is simply not their job.

• Replies: @Tiptoethrutulips
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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54. anonymous[228] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:36 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Deng Xiaoping and Jimmy Carter had an instructive interchange
about people seeking political asylum. Jimmy wanted to take
some, and Deng replied “How about 100,000,000 of them?”.

Deng didn’t have the luxury of thinking like a Gothamite or a
lefty, or even a Georgian.

Jimmy was like so many on the left, not thinking through the
ramifications of what was in effect a Knee-jerk Liberal notion. It
is always in the aftermath that those notions or feelings impact
others, or “others”. Deng and his countrymen were familiar with
Re-education. Jimmy and his need to get familiar with plain old
Education.

Brandon and his handlers, no doubt devotees of the Tony Blair
School, will continue to destroy what is left of America until
enough people say Enough.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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55. Paintersforms says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:37 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
“It is, though, interesting to speculate how a city with a high
proportion of very well-educated voters—academics,
intellectuals, professionals, and successful business people—
how such a city gets itself into such a mess.”

How many New Yorkers are from New York and give a damn
about the place; how many are there to get theirs and move on?
Can you expect the locust care about the green field?

• Replies: @No Worries
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
56. Speermann says:

September 9, 2023 at 1:38 pm GMT • 4.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Tom Welsh
http://www.kevinmacdonald.net/HEB_2005_2.pdf

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2010/06/13/kevin-
macdonald-frank-salter-on-stupid-open-borders-arguments/

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/01/12/frank-salter-
humanitarian-costs-of-western-multiculturalism/

Because we can math out that the mere presence of migrants
constitutes to genocide.

 On a scale defined by genetic distance.

Remember, genes are ‘egositical’.
 And denying one group, European gene carriers, that egoism in

their territories is the bad thingy here.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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57. Anon[334] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:38 pm GMT • 4.4 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑

Why NYC Mayor Adams Was So Wrong About Immigration’s Impact

Because he was an asshole ! Imagine as an individual you put
out the word that folks are welcome at your house any time with
no qualification or pre=condition. Everyone who gets the
message is going to tool up to your crib expecting
accommodation, food, use of your car, a monthly allowance and
entertainment. No room in the house ? No problem! You can
give up your bedroom and when that is full there is always the
front lawn and backyard. They might also want to fuck your wife,
your dog, and even you.

How intelligent do you have to be to see any such invitation is
the height of idiocy ? Whatever is dangerous at the micro level is
exponentially so at the macro level.

Of course other factors are that Eric is the typical black
administrator. He may make a mean fried chicken and know how
to chop up a watermelon but other than that he is dumb and
useless. As well, it was woke and cool to put out the welcome
mat thinking that no-one was going to wipe their foot on it.

Surprise Surprise ! They wiped their feet on the mat and also on
you. LOL

Time and again, where Americans are concerned, its good for
me but NOT for you and so the dog shit from the rest of the
world is welcome but not in my “hood” ! To add insult to injury,
the elected Niggers are doling out more benefits to the imported
Niggers than the citizen Niggers are getting. Will Niggers and
their White supporters learn ? NOOOOOOOOOOOO !!

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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The giggle now is one UR readers have noted with
consternation.When these millions of people dont get their free
perks or when they are told they must return to their shit holes,
they will riot (Paris style) and trash the place. The Joos, the DC
crowd, Afro politicians and the idiot liberals who encouraged all
this will be the meat in the sandwich, on the receiving end of
wetback rage and likewise the anger of fed up citizens. There is
nothing left in the Ghetto to destroy. Guess where the mob is
headed ?

Chicago, NYC, Baltimore, California, the Caribbean, Africa !
Keep voting for the Chimps and you get Chimplandia !

Its a giant cock in a frankfurter roll and those who dont want to
wrap their lips around the big meat better make plans to
immigrate ! The US is a gasoline spill waiting for a spark.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

58. Liborio Guaso says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:48 pm GMT • 4.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
It must be taken into account that the crisis that is being
experienced now is a consequence of the invasion of the
southern lands by the so-called conquerors of the north.

 The invaders from the south are only looking for some of what
was stolen by the conquerors and do not go north armed killing
and stealing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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59. Kolya Krassotkin says:
@Achmed E. Newman
Send them to Delaware. Send them all to Delaware.

Delaware gave us Joe Biden; Delaware deserves at least a
million asylum seekers.

• Agree: Skeptikal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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60. September 9, 2023 at 1:55 pm GMT • 4.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Rich
No, EAH does not know the whole story, Rich. You’ve got to
read VDare, as I have been for about 20 years, to know all
angles of the immigration in invasion problem. Especially lately,
you would be informed about how big is the Bai Dien invited
surge – very Camp of the Saints-like, at this point.

The worst of it – and this goes back to Blondie’s point about
Trump (and many others) saying “legal is OK”. The Fed
government is now assisting invaders from all over the world,
coming via (mostly) the southern border to “become” legal
“parolees” and whatever other terms. That magically makes
them legal immigrants, see? There are apps, yes APPS, that
invaders can use before they get here, to apply.

Many of even you people here don’t know the freaking half of it!
No offense intended by that – you can learn here and here.

• Thanks: El_Kabong
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61. No Worries says:
@Paintersforms
What speculation needs to be done?

We know why. It’s because the city is controlled by / infested
with jews, and voting is fake.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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62. John1955 says:

September 9, 2023 at 2:05 pm GMT • 4.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
The amount begged from the Feds always equals the hole in
NYC budget, only “emergencies” are different. 2 years ago it
was $5B

Schumer, Adams call for $5 billion from Congress to combat
NYC gun violence

https://www.nydailynews.com/2021/09/10/schumer-adams-call-
for-5-billion-from-congress-to-combat-nyc-gun-violence/

Now it is $12B or $120K per migrant capita

Because-

Tax Collections Plunge in Wake of Stock Market Downswing

https://www.thecity.nyc/economy/2022/7/12/23205980/new-york-
tax-collections-capital-gains-plunge
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63. Tiptoethrutulips says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:21 pm GMT • 3.7 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Amalek
Thank you, Amalek, from Edom in Texas.

I’ve seen that footage elsewhere; he responded like an insolent
teenager, rather like the Creature From the Black Lagoon, aka
Lori Lightfoot, responded when anyone questioned her about
making dance videos instead of dealing with shootings in
Chicago.

Although I don’t want them in Texas, and I’d like to bask in a little
schadenfreude over liberal cities getting their comeuppance, the
truth is – Texas and border states are better equipped to handle
this; we already know what we’re dealing with; we have the dual-
language departments up and running, etc.; they stick to their
already existing mestizo communities, so we know where they
are.

Spreading them out means they’re harder to locate, and they will
infiltrate and ruin any remaining white communities. I can not
stress enough, the destructive impact they have on our schools;
we can no longer separate them, in many instances, from more
advanced primary school students because it’s politically
incorrect to do so now; they can’t manage; standards are
lowered for everyone. When their numbers increase, they are
more violent and unruly, in general.

Getting them out will prove impossible; keeping them out was
our only option.
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64. SafeNow says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:24 pm GMT • 3.7 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Rich

The Saudis have shown everyone how to deal with economic migrants trying
to fake “asylum”. Nations aren’t required to commit suicide by treaty.

William Buckley, in his review of Camp of the Saints, asked “Will
you shoot them? Will you starve them?” The questions were
rhetorical. The U.S. and Saudi Arabia have vastly different
moralities. Western civilizational culture. Harold Bloom’s
“suppositions.” The U.S. will not shoot, starve, or X or Y or Z.
That is why a wall was and is the only solution. And that will
never happen.

Remember the movie “All is Lost”? Yachtsman Redford, you
see, was narcissistic, even suicidal. That was why he had no
EPIRB device and its absence was not explained; and why he
did not prepare for the storm when he saw the skies darkening
and the clouds rolling in – – instead, he figured he would just
wait for the storm and handle it then.
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65. Charles says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:28 pm GMT • 3.6 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
But why is the destruction happening?

Because Whites subsidize and encourage it.

The late Dr. Revilo Oliver told his readers (small number of them
that they were) forty years ago that they bore the responsibility
for the destruction of the West. The good and decent and
Christian and White people of that time did not want to hear
such facts. You will be startled to find out that nothing has
changed – except the exponential rise in atrocities and treason.
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66. Anymike says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:44 pm GMT • 3.3 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Guate
Sorry, you raza-ist rabble rouser. The Hispanic civilization of the
American Southwest had its origins in the founding of Sante Fe
in 1610. Sante Fe was founded by people who emphatically did
not want to be part of the civilization centered in the Valley of
Mexico. The only people of Hispanic descent who want the
American Southwest to return to Mexico are a bunch of mentally
injured intellectuals who imagine that they will up their station in
life and gain power over all of the people of their own descent in
the event of a successful reconquista. Everybody else is here
because they emphatically do not want to be part of Mexico
anymore.

Three of my grandparents and all of my great grandparents were
born in Central Europe. The earliest any forebearer of mine was
here was 1876. I live in a place where I am the minority and the
majority of the people are of Hispanic descent. I guarantee you,
no one around me wants to be part of Mexico again. Maybe you
can peddle your agitations to naive liberals in the Northeast. Or
use them to whip clueless conservative whites. Anybody who
knows anything and is not afraid to think knows better.

You need a Plan B.
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67. Tiptoethrutulips says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:47 pm GMT • 3.3 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Achmed E. Newman
Yes, indeed – grift every which way. It’s almost as if it’s
intentional.

I know what you’re saying, but the mestizos are just as bad as
the blacks. They have no concept of “there’s no such thing as a
free lunch.” They are less violent, but just as insolent and not
much more intelligent.

The legacy Spaniards in Texas are different; the mestizos
destroy property, steal anything not bolted down, and they hate
whites as much as blacks – they always have; I’m sure it’s
worse now, as it’s permissible to be hostile to the kids of
colonizers.

Free lunches were around when I was in school; maybe 1 kid in
class used the program; we all knew because they used an
index card provided by the school.

Yeah, you’re right – why put a sandwich and an apple in a sack
for your kid to eat for lunch when they can eat mystery meat at
school, paid for by The Man, El Jefe, Las Guetas….
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68. HallParvey says:
@TG

in the event of a nuclear conflict, all movement of people will immediately
cease

True, except for writhing and gnashing of teeth.

and our cities will become giant prison camps.

No. Steaming piles of rubble, maybe. At best.
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September 9, 2023 at 2:54 pm GMT • 3.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑

Yes, the stupidity is transatlantic

Excellent piece, Derb, but… please don’t go Froggy on us!
Mighty oceans deserve capitals, even in their adjectival forms. It
should be trans-Atlantic, or at the very least Transatlantic. Use of
the minuscule (literally) is, well, unenglish.

I was informed, though, that “Oxford” now spells it anglicisation.
Is this true? Horrours!
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70. Skeptikal says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:56 pm GMT • 3.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Richard B
I think a lot of what deadened these people’s minds , at least
within the past five years, was/is TDS, Trump Derangement
Syndrome.

Anyone who questioned the open border policy or even
suggested that the Sanctuary City idea was, um, stupid got a
retort such as “Are you a Trump supporter? You are with Trump!”
etc. I am sure I don’t need to elaborate here.

The response of the residents of Martha’s Vineyard showed
what kind of a bubble they live in. They actually think DeSantis is
the problem with the surge of migrants. In fact, they don’t even
see the surge, even though half of them are NYC residents in
the winter.

Maybe this year when they return to the mainland they will start
to get it.
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71. S says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:00 pm GMT • 3.1 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@TG

They say that you should never assume malice when stupidity is an
explanation…Except when the ‘stupidity’ is making the people involved a ton
of money. Then you would have to be stupid to not assume deliberate malice.

Forcing the population up – regardless of whether through pro-natalist policies
or mass immigration – drives wages and living standards for the many down,
and rents and profits for the few up.

Great post!

Wage slavery, ie specifically the so called ‘cheap labor’/’mass
immigration’ system, evolved straight out of chattel slavery and
it’s trade in the early 19th century, and is the economic and
political basis of the modern progressive multicultural state as
modeled by the Anglosphere.

The imported by diktat ‘immigrant’, (whether ‘legal’ or ‘illegal’) is
a primary source of both ill gotten wealth and political power for
adherants of the progressive ideology.

Thus, it wasn’t a coincidence that uber ‘progressive’ Susan
Warren chose to launch her 2020 presidential bid from
Lawrence ‘Immigrant City’, Massachusetts.

If you have the time and desire, I explore this subject a bit
further at the ‘comments’ link below (be sure and check under
‘More’):

https://www.unz.com/article/h-r-helper-the-lonely-
abolitionist/#comment-6106985
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72. Chris Moore says: • Website
September 9, 2023 at 3:03 pm GMT • 3.0 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Corona Hotspott

“What we in France and Europe have to endure, which is so frightening,
should become for us the most beautiful news of our Jewish history. … You
Europeans will pay a very high price. It’s gonna be so high you can’t even
imagine. There will be no holocaust for you with trains taking you to the
incinerators, your necks will be cut on the spot…. Islam is the Iron Broom of
Israel. Instead of us doing the work, we send Islam to solve the
problem.”(Rabbi David Touitou ab ca. 6:20:36 https://youtube.com/watch?
v=aDNhyrTjZ7M&t=22836s)

This Satanic rabbi knows the “Holocaust” is a Satanist lie.
((George Soros)) was a young “Holocaust” facilitator, and he’s
been well rewarded by the Racket for his labors. This is all about
the Golden Calf that Soros and his ilk worship — fiat currency
alchemy. Only the Racket is capable of making all of these
Zoglodyte politicians and propaganda class stooges dance on its
strings like the useless, mindless puppets they are.

Satanists don’t just hate Whites. They hate everyone. But Anglo-
White civilization is where the most pliable, soulless worms and
kike-suckers dwell, and so that has been the first place the
Racket has turned when its war against “Islamofascism” and
Russia has blown up in its face.

Remember the ((neocons)) saying we were in WW3 against
Islam? Now saying we’re in WW3 against Russia? These
Marxist-Zionists string-pullers “won” WW2 and declared their
Chosen Race racket the eternal victor for all-time and expected
the world to just roll over for them. Well, the world didn’t roll over,
and so they turned on their Anglo-Zionist dogs who have a long
track record of rolling over for kikes. It’s because they are well
trained dogs who will belly crawl for the Man with the dog
biscuits — the Golden Calf fiat currency that the Man prints like
toilet paper, which is now worth about as much as toilet paper.
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How does a kike like ((Larry Fink)) rise so far, so fast, to the
point where he commands more wealth than virtually all nations,
and he’s using it to push the “Woke” an ((WEF)) agenda? Like
((Soros)), he’s a kike Racket made-man.

 http://www.judeofascism.com/2023/09/unelected-sociopath-larry-
fink-and.html

Like Moses did, Christian Logos is going to bring these kikes to
justice the second it can, and in the same way. And their
lickspittle, too.
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73. rashomoan says:

September 9, 2023 at 3:03 pm GMT • 3.0 hours ago   ↑
@loner feral cat
A few seconds into the video, that whiny nasal voice drove me to
shut it down.
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74. Skeptikal says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 3.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@eah
It is not asylum when migrants are not politically persecuted but
instead are coming here “to build a better life.”

That is the reason they give for their long journeys when
interviewed by members of the press.

As for who pays for these long journeys, we need some serious
discovery in a legal framework to subpoena financial records.

Alternatively, if we credit what RFK Jr. stated after his trip to the
border, we need to catch a few Mexican cartel members and
subject them to rigorous interrogation to uncover the
international web that is financing this movement and bringing
these hapless people here.

If they are lucky enough to get here without their children being
trafficked or used to provide biological materials, their daughters
being trafficked and sold into prostitution, their own bodies being
mined for organs, etc.

• Replies: @Anonymous
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75. HammerJack says:

September 9, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 2.9 hours ago   ↑
@Jjsiegal
I just assumed he meant replacement rather than reduction. It’s
the only way it makes sense.
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76. Skeptikal says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 2.9 hours ago   ↑
@Amalek
OMG, what an AH.

New Yorkers elected this c—?
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77. Blissex says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:15 pm GMT • 2.8 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
«Andrew Neather, a former adviser and speech writer on Blair’s
team, spilled the beans in October 2009 by telling Brits that the
aim of Blair’s immigration strategy, which he had helped to
devise, was to ”rub the Right’s nose in diversity and render their
arguments out of date»

The overwhelming majority of the 6 million EU citizens who
immigrated to the UK between 2003 and 2020 were aryan right-
wing “white supremacists” from eastern Europe. Most of them
were catholics, so I guess that Blair’s goal was to increase
*religious* diversity. I guess that this is not unrelated to him
converting to catholicism and sending his children to a posh
catholic private school.

I wonder how our resident “it’s always the blacks” or “it’s always
the jews” or Anglin with his “it’s always the anals” ready-made
claim for everything can explain why “the blacks”, “the jews” and
“the anals” might have conspired to make the UK more catholic
(and white and right-wing).

https://policyscotland.gla.ac.uk/blog-sir-ivan-rogers-brexit-
speech-text-in

 -full-october-2017/
 «But let’s track back to 2004 when Blair took the decision to

open the UK Labour market without any transition period to the
citizens of the A8, and you have a decision – I was there, I
know… – taken on both moral and domestic macro-economic
grounds. None other than Mervyn King at the Bank of England,
was personally pushing hard the need to address skills
shortages and bottlenecks to head off the risk of inflation.»
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https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/buyout-boss-says-brexit-will-be-good-
his-business-will-mean-30-cut-uk-wages-1602631

 «One of the biggest names in European private equity said that
Brexit will be good for his business, but will mean a 30% wage
reduction for UK workers. […] He added that EU immigration will
be replaced with workers from the Indian subcontinent and
Africa, willing to accept “substantially” lower pay.»
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78. Independent Thinking says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 2.7 hours ago   ↑
All sanctuary cities are comprised of fools.
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79. Robert Pinkerton says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 2.6 hours ago   ↑
New York City is anus Mundi.
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80. John1955 says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:49 pm GMT • 2.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
From the Forbes mag – mouthpiece of fat cats

Why New York City Is In Trouble – 114,041 Public Employees
With $100,000+ Paychecks Cost Taxpayers $14.6 Billion

https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2020/09/24/why
-new-york-city-is-in-trouble--114041-public-employees-with-
100000-paychecks-cost-taxpayers-146-billion/?
sh=262aded56d1a

I want to be an administrative analyst for FDNY with $500K
salary & overtime & unlimited sick days & zero deductible health
care too !!!

So the plan is:

1.Flood NYC with warm vibrant migrant bodies from all around
the world

 2.Cry emergency
 3.Get showered with Fed money

 4.What happens next – “I’ll think about it tomorrow” as Scarlett
O’Hara used to say
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81. cousin lucky says: • Website
September 9, 2023 at 4:01 pm GMT • 2.1 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
This article reminded me of Vietnam and my friends lost or
destroyed in that needless war!!

Over 200,000 Ukrainian men at risk of conscription have fled to
Germany since start of war By Thomas Brooke

https://alethonews.com/2023/09/09/over-200000-ukrainian-men-
at-risk-of-conscription-have-fled-to-germany-since-start-of-war/

Despite Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky’s
administration banning men aged between 18 and 60 from
leaving the country, a total of 203,640 male Ukrainian citizens
facing conscription have arrived in Germany since February last
year.

The German federal government stated that 176,474 Ukrainian
conscripts were still residing in Germany at the end of June this
year.

“The numbers show clearly: Ukrainians want peace,” said
Bystron in response, reiterating the AfD’s call for “immediate
peace negotiations between Ukraine and Russia under OSCE
mediation.”

He claimed that hundreds of thousands of “Ukrainians of military
age have fled to Germany to escape senseless death” and that
“according to media reports, another 650,000 are in the EU,
Norway, Switzerland and Liechtenstein.”
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82. Anonymous[239] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:12 pm GMT • 1.9 hours ago   ↑
@Skeptikal

As for who pays for these long journeys, we need some serious discovery in a
legal framework to subpoena financial records.

I worked in DHS in 2000s-2010s and later as a contract
investigator for the government. I have your answer in a
nutshell.

The U.S. government and U.S. entities (Peace Corps, USAID, et
al.) working in collaboration with NGOs
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83. Reg Cæsar says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:25 pm GMT • 1.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Sophia

This was all predicted in Jean Raspail’s 1973 novel, The Camp of the
Saints. He supplied the imagination to anyone willing to read the book.

Great read. And would be a great movie but that will never happen.

Why not? Who has the rights?

It won’t come from Hollywood (or Bollywood– or is that now
“Mollywood”?) And any live-action cast members would pay
dearly should they appear in it. But animation is a possibility, and
much of that can be done in countries where violating
“wokeness” is not an issue. Look at all the Korean names in the
credits following any Simpsons episode!

Indeed, you could specify the invading horde as a particularly
hated subset of India, perhaps Hindi nationalists, and have
plenty of applicants from all the other groups begging to work on
it. Quite cheaply, mind you.
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84. Reg Cæsar says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:32 pm GMT • 1.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@cousin lucky

What a strange country the United States has turned into!! As a matter of fact
it is not a country anymore it is a madhouse!!

Country = land
 Nation = people

The land is still there, plenty of it. We were always too diverse to
be a real nation. We are not Hungary.

Then again, Hungary wasn’t Hungary until recently. It was
Austria-Hungary.
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85. S says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:33 pm GMT • 1.5 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
@zard

We are presently in the ‘Camp of the Saints’ phase of Whiteocide. After that,
the ‘Planet of the Apes’ comes…

It’s probably been forgotten by most now, but the ‘Apes’
franchise series of movies of 1968-73 was from the start openly
acknowledged at the time by it’s almost certainly ‘progressive’
creators to be an allegory of then (and future?) Black/White race
relations as acted out by it’s racially paralleling ‘Ape’ and
‘Human’ characters.

Recall the plot of the Apes movie franchise if you will: In lieu of
today’s Covid, it is a future global pandemic effecting cats and
dogs which initially kicks events off, the Apes in time rebelling in
mass urban rioting against the Humans and take over North
America, New York City being destroyed by a nuclear bomb in
the process, the Humans are then made into slaves and play
things by the Apes, and in time the Humans are greatly dumbed
down under their new Ape masters to the point where they can
no longer even speak, and have not even a faint memory of their
past civilization.

Regarding this dark storyline, it helps to understand that Michael
Wilson, the scriptwriter most responsible for the dialogue of the
first 1968 Apes film ‘Planet of the Apes’, which set much of the
tone for the Apes films to follow, was an unrepentant
Communist.

Anyhow, all things considered, New York City is probably a place
you don’t to be anywhere near in the relative short term.

‘This used to be my home!’
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86. Anonymous[294] • Disclaimer says:

September 9, 2023 at 4:42 pm GMT • 1.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
There isnt any “intelligent” people that would be leaders, on top
of a society or leading the world that would be more intelligent or
know better than you. Its just a complete myth. They know
nothing. If you believe these people pretending to lead, who
claim that you need to do what they say or that they know better
than you, you will destroy yourself, your family and your people.
Especially white so called “leaders” and “intelligent” are all
automatic national and racial traitors and degenerates. Never
believe what they say and do. Im speaking about european-
ancestry people, because American and British are not white.
They are racially mixed nations with North African, middle-
eastern, jewish and some white in them.
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87. Altai3 says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:51 pm GMT • 1.2 hours ago • 700
Words   ↑

He pauses first at the year 2004, when a bunch of poor, mostly ex-Soviet
countries were admitted to the European Union. Britain’s government
estimated that from five to thirteen thousand people a year from these
countries would move to the U.K. The actual number was seventy-two
thousand a year.

It’s important to note that this was exacerbated by the UK, joined
by Ireland and Denmark alone gave the right to live and work in
2004 rather than joining the other old 12 members is restricting it
for 5 years. To not implement this policy was deliberate, there
was plenty of cover, France and Germany did it too.

Though this fact is largely unknown to people in Britain and
Ireland they may recall it burst through when the Lithuanian
band “InCulto” performed a very spiteful political ballad “Eastern
European Beats” about them doing the jobs they went to do in
Britain and Ireland. But maybe missed the also ungrateful
complaining about this law implemented by the other 12 minus
Denmark. With the line:

 
[MORE]
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88. Thomasina says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:07 pm GMT • 58 minutes ago • 300
Words   ↑
@eah
“Trump should have forced Mexico to sign such a treaty.”

Yes, he should have, but there’s obviously a bigger agenda at
play here that we’re not seeing. Somebody is making some big
money here, otherwise they wouldn’t be doing this. Who is
making the money?

Recently I read that Mexico is taking in $35 billion per year from
remittance money being sent back to Mexico from illegals
working in the U.S. Central America is gaining $30 billion per
year from this remittance money. That’s some serious money
going to prop up these poor countries. And the money going
back to India would far exceed these numbers.

The Western taxpayers pay for the illegals, and the illegals turn
around and send money back home. It’s like a giant welfare
scheme.

I just heard that 1 out of every 48 people currently living in
Canada is a foreign international student, most of whom aren’t
interested in studying, but wanting to gain permanent residency.
Huge numbers from India. The government says they need
these international students, otherwise universities and colleges
would suffer. I don’t buy it.

No, something bigger is at play here. Is it to gain power and
control over these poor countries, eventually leading to the
creation of a one-world government overseeing a mass of
people with no cultures, no borders, no nationalistic sentiment?
Just a sea of people trying to survive in a world controlled by
monopolies and the global elite?
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I do know one thing: this author is either trying to bamboozle us
or he simply does not understand himself. Perhaps he is
“projecting” his own ignorance by putting it down to a problem of
under-estimation, stupidity, innumeracy or a lack of imagination.
Or perhaps he is “protecting” those whose agenda they want to
keep hidden.

What do you think?
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89. Joe Stalin says:

September 9, 2023 at 5:17 pm GMT • 48 minutes ago   ↑

NYC dumb shits brought upon their slow rolling Apocalypse Now! when they
got convinced by the Cosmopolitans that being DISARMED was to key to a
civilized urbanity. Let them wallow in being unarmed in a sea of human debris
invited by TPTB.

Fourteen months ago, the Bruen Decision ended "may-issue" permitting
schemes around the United States.

Did you know that the law challenged was the Sullivan Act?

A knee-jerk reaction to a murder/suicide in the now-named Gramercy Park
North, New York City, the Sullivan Act was… pic.twitter.com/Vjuzf418jC

— Firearms Policy Coalition (@gunpolicy) August 31, 2023
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90. El_Kabong says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:35 pm GMT • 30 minutes ago   ↑
Sounds like BS but, at this point, I could damn near believe it.
Get many millions more in and lock us all in and sit back and
watch the fun and games –

 
 
Video Link
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